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Club Age Group Coach Session Title Date Start Time Duration No. of Players

  Organisation

This technical combination practice is to develop players ability to combine in one and two touches 

and is specific for the midfield 3 point down, or for 2 centre backs and a CDM. With 4 players 

positioned on the outside and 3 players positioned in the centre the objective is for an outside player 

to play into a central player who will set on one touch for a teammate to play a ball to the opposite 

corner outside player.  This player will then set the third central advanced player who plays a 1-2 for 

the pass to be played through to the beginning.

  Key Coaching Points

1. Close control to be able to look after the ball with quick passing 

2. Well weighted passes 

3. Well timed movement and a clear understanding of practice to ensure it does not breakdown.

  Progressions

  Player Questions
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Club Age Group Coach Session Title Date Start Time Duration No. of Players

  Organisation

Practice 2 for Theme 5 Developing Support Play is focused on improving support play. We position 

5 sets of 2 poles with a 3 yard gap between each on a pitch 40 by 40 yards. Objective is for the team 

in possession to combine with a teammate with a pass through a gate. Teams can win the game if 2 

goals are scored in 3 touches.

  Key Coaching Points

Focus on the speed and angles of support, reactions to opposition screening and use of the switch 

to break defensive pressure.  

  Progressions

Progress further by conditioning practice forcing a player from the opposition to drop out after every 

successful combination, winning team is the last pair standing.

  Player Questions

1. Can you identify how to escape when under pressure?  

2. When are defenders pressing leaving space to initiate a switch of play?  

3. How can you improve your accuracy and weight of pass when playing through the gates? 
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Club Age Group Coach Session Title Date Start Time Duration No. of Players

  Organisation

This end to end session is based on Defensive Compactness and is specifically focused on the 

positioning of our midfield 4 and 2 strikers. We have 6 zones as shown, with one player starting on 

the outside, 2 inside full backs, a floating central player, 2 wide players in the middle channel and an 

attacking player looking for space for a through ball. 

Inside full backs have the freedom to play centrally forcing our strikers to limit the spaces between 

them. The floater has the freedom to move between the lines, with wide players able to advance on 

the through ball to join the attacker when the defensive line is split.
  Key Coaching Points

1. Limit horizontal spaces between midfielders through effective communication.  

2. Recognise pressing triggers providing cover and support 

  Progressions

1. Allow a defender to join as a 3 player press, forcing the covering line to cover lateral areas 

effectively. 

2. If after 10 passes attackers have not penetrated the second line, defenders can defend 

anywhere in the playing area. This will increase challenge for attackers to move the ball quicker 

3. If attackers penetrate then a defender must drop into the rear inactive zone, leaving 3 midfielders 

and 2 attackers to defend. Continue this each time until all players are removed from defending 

zones. 

  Player Questions

1. Where are the gaps and how can we limit the attackers from exploiting this space? 

2. Where can you recognise weaker areas of defence and how can you break the  lines?  

3.  How can you enhance your relationships with primary teammates to work better in your 

attacking or defending phase?
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Detail any individuals, pairs, trios and units to work on in the group and specify what detail you will be developing within each session element.

Player

Player(s) Objective Tech / Tact / Soc / Phy / Psych Evaluation

Coach (Self)

Session Organisation

Evaluation

Players (Motivation / Engagement / Learning)

Action Points
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